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Searching for a topic

Use the “Document search” tab (default)

Type in key words
Searching for a topic

Use Boolean operators to add or narrow terms, or add more search fields.

Or use the “add field” button.

Searching for a topic

Use quotation marks to search for exact phrases.
Searching for a topic

Use the drop-down menus to specify where to search

Use the “Limit” link to specify a date range
Searching for a topic

Use the “Limit” link to specify a date range or document or access type (open access)

Results can be refined by many search parameters

Limit or Exclude by access type by year by author(s)
Results can be automatically analyzed by clicking the link

And Scopus will analyze the results in many different ways

by affiliation

by year

by source

by author

by country

by doc type

by subject
Click on the title in the “results” list

Abstract, metrics, citing docs, related docs, keywords, all references

scroll down for all 107 refs
You can also access the full text for most papers

“View at Publisher” link

Voilà!
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You can also search by author

Use the “Author search”

Type in author surname and first name or initials
You can also search by author

Turn on “exact matches” to narrow search

You can also search by author

Leave “Affiliation” blank for more results
Select the correct author...

and click on “Show documents”

And we get Eduardo’s 226 papers

which can also be sorted in a variety of ways
Scopus can dump citation date to your reference manager by magic

"Turn on" the papers you want to export

Then tell Scopus what you want, how you want it, and then click "Export."

"Citation Information" is the default
Can also export bibliographic information, abstract and key words, references, funding details, and "other" information
Scopus saves up to 50 searches per session automatically

which can be combined

Free registration gives access to additional services

- Automatic search alerts
- Automatic citation alerts
- Saved searches
Want to use Scopus* from home?
Log in through the Library gateway at the bottom of the Physics homepage or go directly to http://www.library.illinois.edu/phx/

*or any of the Physics electronic resources